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The low translational efﬁciency of animal models to humans, and the development of new-age methodologies
that are human-cell based, is fuelling a paradigm change across the globe. In this perspectives paper, we
discuss the current state of research, funding, and regulation in these 21st century technologies, including
organoids and organ-on-chip in India. Recently, a road-map was drawn by Indian Council for Medical
Research (ICMR) regarding alternatives to animals in research in India and it also held a special session in
January 2018 to discuss latest developments in new human-relevant model systems. We document the regulatory and research landscape in this ﬁeld in India. We also discuss the challenges present in this ﬁeld which
include lack of training and skills to handle embryonic or induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) lines, funding
limitations, lack of domestic production of reagents leading to elevated costs, and lack of infrastructure, such as
microfabrication facilities. In the end, we provide recommendations to enable innovation and application of
human-relevant methodologies to develop India as a key player in this arena globally.
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1. Growing shift towards human-relevant research
Animal models have played critical roles in understanding human biology, and this has been primarily
driven by the fact that humans share a high degree of
similarity with various animals (Bernhard 2000). For
example, protein-coding regions of mouse and human
genome are 85% similar. Also, it is easy to test the
functionality of various genes in the model organisms
by increasing, decreasing, or silencing the gene
expression using various genetic tools. These advantages are the basis of regulations currently being followed to test all drugs in two animal models prior to
clinical trials. However, it is increasingly emerging that
the animal models cannot capture severity, and
http://www.ias.ac.in/jbiosci

phenotype, of a human disease in its entirety (van der
Worp et al. 2010). Also, the use of animal models to
conduct such large scale therapeutic screening involves
prolonged duration, high costs (Giacomotto and Laurent 2010), and trauma to animals.
Animals do not naturally develop many of the human
diseases and researchers need to artiﬁcially induce the
disease before studying them. However, the induced
disease state in animals may not be physiologically
similar to a human disease (Perrin 2014). For example,
Duchenne muscle dystrophy (DMD) is the most common muscular dystrophy with an incidence of one in
5000 male live births. It is caused by mutation in
dystrophin gene and leads to progressive and severe
muscle wasting in humans. However, mutation of
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dystrophin gene in mice causes only mild and
non-progressive disease with minimal muscle wasting
and reduction of life span (McGreevy et al. 2015).
Similarly, cystic ﬁbrosis, a disease caused by a mutation in cystic ﬁbrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR), is one of the most common genetic
disorders with an incidence of one in 2500 live births in
the Caucasian population. However, mice models of
the diseases do not show spontaneous bronchitis and
lung disease that are typical hallmarks in human cystic
ﬁbrosis condition (Egan 2009). Around 150 drugs that
successfully treated sepsis-like condition in mice failed
in human clinical trials (Rittirsch et al. 2007).
The immune system and stress response pathways
appear to be more divergent in humans compared to
murine models. To understand the differences in
immune response between mice and humans, a study
took blood samples and looked at the gene expression
proﬁles during traumatic injuries, burns, and bacterial
infection. Similar groups of genes were involved in
burn, trauma, and infection in humans; however, distinct sets of genes are employed in mice to ﬁght against
different types of stress (Seok et al. 2013). Mice are
also more resilient to inﬂammation compared to
humans. While the lethal dose of endotoxin is 5–25
mg/kg in mice, \30 ng/kg can cause shock in humans
(Sauter and Wolfensberger 1980.).
There are also species-speciﬁc differences in how
drugs are absorbed, distributed, metabolized, and
transported. Cytochrome P (CYP) is one the most
important class of drug-metabolising enzymes and
differences in the CYP isoforms between species is a
major reason for differences in drug metabolism
(Martignoni et al. 2006).
One of the most common reason for failure of clinical
trials is lack of efﬁcacy, followed by toxicity (Kondo and
Masahiro 2019). A study that looked at the concordance
of adverse drug reactions (ADRs) for 142 approved
drugs found that musculoskeletal, respiratory and neurological ADRs showed a concordance of less than 30
per cent in terms of adverse reactions between mice
models and humans (Clark and Steger-Hartmann 2018).
These issues have led to a high rate of clinical failure
when translating the drug targets from model organisms
to humans. The efﬁciency of the pharmaceutical R&D is
calculated using two parameters: success rates and time
spent during the developmental stages. 92% of drug
targets that pass the preclinical stage fail during the
subsequent stages of phase I, II, and III (Plenge et al.
2013) clinical trials. The situation is equally dire in India,
where drug development research has resulted in more
than 200 compounds that have entered preclinical and

clinical stage development; but none have reached the
global markets in the last two decades (Differding 2017).
The high failure rate during trials has been attributed to
low precision in identifying potential target molecules
during the early stages of drug discovery and development, off-target effects, and toxicity (Mohs and Greig
2017).
Currently, the average cost of producing a drug can
range from $1–4 billion (Prasad and Mailankody 2017;
Herper 2019). Due to the mounting costs and low
efﬁcacy, most of the major pharma companies in India
have exited the drug discovery ﬁeld (Differding 2017).
This suggests the need for models that can predict
human toxicity and drug responses better.
2. Organoids as a model system in drug discovery
and research
Organoids are mini tissues grown in vitro in 3D cultures
that mimic organization and function of tissues/organs in
the body. These are generally grown from stem cells, or
from tissue derived primary cells. Human organoids
have been used to model various human diseases,
including cystic ﬁbrosis (Dekkers et al. 2013),
microencephaly (Lancaster et al. 2013), autism (Mariani
et al. 2015) etc to understand disease mechanisms and
establish platforms for screening drugs (Lancaster and
Meritxell 2019). One of the ﬁrst evidences of the link
between Zika virus and microencephaly was found using
brain organoids (Li et al. 2016). Apart from disease
biology, organoids are a great tool to study and understand human organogenesis and development (Sriram
et al. 2020). For example, brain organoids can recapitulate various brain regions, such as forebrain, mid-brain,
hindbrain, and the presence of different structures within
an organoid leads to a more complex structure relatable to the human brain (Lancaster et al. 2017).
Organoid culture of tumor cells preserves the three
dimensional tissue architecture, cell viability, pathway
activity, and gene expression proﬁle compared to
human tumor samples, indicating their potential as a
platform to test drugs (Vaira et al. 2010). In one study,
patient-derived organoids (PDO) were created from 9
patients with pancreatic duct adenocarcinoma and used
to test various treatment possibilities. The PDOs were
sensitive to some drugs but not others: ﬁve patients
treated with drugs to which the PDOs were sensitive
had a progression-free survival (PFS) of 332 days
compared with the expected PFS of 180 days, showing
the clinical relevance of these models (Tiriac et al.
2018).
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Similarly, engineered heart (Eder et al. 2016), liver
(Kostadinova et al. 2013), intestine, kidney, pancreas
(Saito et al. 2019), and other cancer (Saito et al. 2019;
van de Wetering et al. 2015) organoids have been used
as model systems to screen and test the efﬁcacy of drug
candidates for cardiovascular diseases, hepatotoxicity,
various cancers, etc. The three-dimensional culture
systems of liver can maintain liver function for a
duration of three months, respond to inﬂammation, and
detect drug induced toxicity, making them an attractive
system to screen drugs for toxicity (Meng 2010).
Before an orally administered drug enters the systemic circulation, it is absorbed through the intestinal
wall and transported to the liver. The dynamics of the
adsorption, distributions, transport, and elimination
(ADME) determines the overall effect of the drug
exerted on the body. Few studies are beginning to
evaluate the pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic properties in organoids. A recent study generated intestinal
organoids from human induced pluripotent stem cells
(hiPSCs) and showed that these organoids expressed
drug transporters, efﬂux transport activity and induction of CYP3A4, a drug metabolising enzyme expressed in intestine (Onozato et al. 2018). They show that
these intestinal organoids could be used for pharmacokinetic evaluation during the drug development
process. In another study, the authors performed
metabolic imaging of breast cancer organoids to assess
drug response (Walsh et al. 2016). While these results
indicate the potential of organoids for conducting PK/
PD studies during drug development, their effectiveness with respect to various aspects of ADME still
needs to be established.
3. Organ-on-a-chip system in drug discovery
and research
Organs-on-a-chip are memory chip-sized microﬂuidic
devices that have hollow channels lined with speciﬁc
cells of a human tissue (Sosa-Hernández et al. 2018).
These cells are interfaced with vasculature or
endothelial cells to recapitulate the tissue-tissue interactions. Additionally, mechanical forces can be applied
to these devices to recapitulate the physical cues present in vivo, such as breathing motions or peristalsis
(Ingber 2018). These engineered micro-ﬂuidic devices
have been created for several human organs, such as
lung, intestine, kidney, skin, blood–brain barrier, etc.
(Qirui et al. 2020).
Recently, organs-on-chip are emerging as a potential
solution to understand in vivo pharmacokinetic and
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pharmacodynamic processes. A multi-organ chip
hosting four human organ equivalents was designed
using reconstructed 3D small intestine; skin biopsy for
oral absorption; 3D liver equivalent; and kidney
proximal tubule compartment to study the PK/PD
dynamics of drugs (Maschmeyer et al. 2015). Additionally, a peristaltic micropump ensured pulsatile ﬂow
of media which interconnected the four tissues and
excretion of ﬂuid via the kidney chamber. Following
the administration of the drug to this system, it was
distributed to the liver compartment, followed by skin
and kidney. The authors propose this system could be
used for ADME proﬁling of drug candidates for over
28 days. Another such multi-type cell microﬂuidic
device was developed to understand the drug absorption and metabolism proﬁle in vitro where Caco-2,
HepG2, and U251 cells were co-cultured in different
chambers to mimic intestine, liver, and glioblastoma
cells (Jie et al. 2016). Drug cytotoxicity assays were
performed using this system suggesting its application
for high throughput drug target screening.
4. Current limitations in the organoid/organ-onchip ﬁeld
Despite their high potential, organoids/organ-on-chip
are not devoid of limitations. Achieving in vivo cellular
complexity, geometry, tissue growth, and function are
some of the current challenges in organoids. Simple
organoids do not possess a vasculature, immune cells,
or a microenvironment. The gene expression proﬁle of
organoids is often fetal in nature (Luo et al. 2016);
however, studies show that extending the time spent in
the culture can lead to improved maturation of the
tissues (Spence et al. 2011; Takasato et al. 2015). But
the lack of vasculature leads to low nutrient and oxygen availability which further impedes their scale of
growth. These limitations are being overcome by either
grafting the organoids into the vascular bed of animal
models or engineering organoids with functional vascular-like systems to promote their growth and function
(Cakir et al. 2019).
Reproducibility is a major issue where under the
same experimental conditions, the sample yields of
organoids may not provide similar organoid size,
architecture, shape, cellular composition etc. Reproducibility in PDO’s has also been difﬁcult to achieve.
Also, some tissues have not been amenable to develop
organoids.
While organ-on-chip ﬁeld has progressed greatly in
the last decade, there are still certain challenges to
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achieve a more physiologically relevant system,
especially to conduct PK/PD studies (Lee et al. 2019).
Intestinal wall needs to be reproduced with four layers,
including mucosa, sub-mucosa, muscular layer, and
serosa as these layers have implications in the
absorption of drugs. Integration of microbiota and
scalability is another challenge (May et al. 2017).
Incorporation of biomaterials for the fabrication of
microﬂuidic systems is another exciting area of
research as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) can adsorb
hydrophobic molecules and alter absorption proﬁle of
drugs (Zhang et al. 2018).
These microﬂuidic devices are micro engineered
usually in the microfabrication facility. The availability
of microfabrication facilities may also be a signiﬁcant
deterrent (further discussed in section 8).
5. Regulatory push towards non-animal models
5.1 Global
Various countries, including US, UK, and the European
Union are recognizing the potential of organoids and
organ-on-chip technologies to investigate questions
related to drug toxicity, disease development, and
human biology. The organoid research has increased
exponentially globally in the last decade (ﬁgure 1).
Apart from the research, there has been a concomitant
increase in regulation and funding to develop various
non-animal methodologies globally (ﬁgure 2). The
European Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) is a €
5.3 billion private–public partnership between European Commission and European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industry Associations which has recognized
‘replacing animals with better in vitro, in silico models’
as one of its key focus areas. Some of the initiatives of
IMI that involve the development and application of
non-animal methodologies include VAC2VAC and

Figure 1. Number of papers published globally in the ﬁeld
of organoids.

STEMBANCC. VAC2VAC aims to develop and
validate non-animal testing methods for human and
veterinary vaccines. STEMBANCC program intends to
provide well characterized patient-derived induced
pluripotent cells via a biobank. It also aims to show
proof-of-concept for using induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs) to treat various disorders.
EU-TOXRISK is a € 30 million European ﬂagship
program for toxicology testing and risk assessment for
21st century. It plans to integrate various advancements
in cell biology, omics technologies, systems biology,
and computational modelling to provide a human-cell
based assessment of chemical hazards and risks.
Initiatives in US include $142 million-dollar Tissue
Chip Program which aims to develop 3D platforms to
test drug toxicity. Under this initiative, NIH funded 13
projects in 2017 to develop 3D chips using living cells
and tissues that can represent human organ systems. In
2018, it issued 5-year-awards towards developing tissue
chip systems that could replicate type-2-diabetes; and
funded three Tissue Chip Testing Centre (TCTC) to test
and validate tissue chip platforms and a Microphysiology Systems Data Center to create a database of experimental data generated on diverse microphysiological
systems organ models. Scientists are now collaborating
to combine various organ chips to develop an integrated
system or human body-on-a-chip.
Apart from funding, various regulatory measures have
stimulated the development of non-animal methodologies (NAM) globally. In the EU, the Directive on the
Protection of Animals Used for Scientiﬁc Measures,
REACH, and the Cosmetics Directives strongly
encourage the use of non-animal methodologies
(Directive 2014; Regulation (EC) No 1223/2009). The
EU has also formally established an organization EURL
ECVAM, the European Union Reference Laboratory for
Alternatives to Animal Testing, to scientiﬁcally develop
and validate NAMs. The Interagency Coordinating
Committee on the Validation of Alternative Methods
(ICCVAM) is a permanent committee of the National
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences in US.
ICCVAM has representatives from 16 federal and
research agencies and it promotes the regulatory acceptance of non-animal toxicology and safety tests. In 2018,
ICCVAM published a strategic roadmap to establish
non-animal testing methods to evaluate the safety of
chemicals and medical products. US EPA, FDA and
NIEHS have also developed roadmaps to develop nonanimal technologies (Casey 2017; Biotechnology and
Biological Sciences Research Council 2017).
Currently, Centres for Alternatives to Animal
Methods have been established in US, Canada, and
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Figure 2. Global funding initiatives in non-animal research.

Europe to develop, validate, and promote non-animal
methodologies in toxicity testing and biomedical
research.
In a landmark move, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recently announced that it would
reduce the funding of animal studies by 30 per cent by
2025, and eliminate all requests and funding for
mammalian studies by 2035 (Grimm 2019). The US
Government Accountable Ofﬁce also recently held that
federal agencies, including The Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS),U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), and Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) should assess the efforts to develop and promote
alternatives to animal research in US (U.S. GAO,
2019).
These initiatives strongly indicate the global push
towards the development and use of non-animal and
more human relevant model systems in basic and
clinical research.
5.2 India
Some Indian laws and regulations regarding animal use
and use of NAMs in research are listed in ﬁgure 3. In
2009, the Medical Council of India instructed the use of
alternatives to animal experiments during undergraduate
teaching. In 2012, University Grants Commission and
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (MoHFW) banned the use of animals in educational institutes. In 2014,
India became the ﬁrst south Asian country to ban the
import of cosmetics that were tested on animals. In 2016,
MoHFW banned the Draize test for eye irritation in
rabbits, and additionally passed an amendment that
sparred the repeat animal testing of chemicals/drug in
India that had been previously tested abroad. In 2018,
Central Insecticides Board Registration Committee
(CIBRC) under the Ministry of Agriculture released the
Guidance Document on Toxicology for Registration of

Chemical Pesticides in India’. In the document, the
Ministry of Agriculture revised its pesticide testing
regulation to recognize human-cell based alternative
testing methods to measure eye and skin irritation.
Recently, a perspective paper on the need for alternatives to animals in the Indian context was published by
the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR)
(Swaminathan et al. 2019). Apart from this, a roadmap
has also been drawn by ICMR for Alternatives to Animals in Research in India. The ICMR also sponsored a
special session on Alternatives to animal models at the
International congress of Cell Biology held in Hyderabad, India in January 2018 where the latest developments in new model systems were discussed.
6. Market research and cost analysis
The market research in organoids predicts a high Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) for the period
2019–2027 (Research Nestester 2019). The market share
in terms of application is expected to be highest in
domains of biomedical research, cancer research, and
drug discovery. Both rapid rate of research and
advancements in 3D cell culture methodologies are
expected to propel the market growth of this
methodology.
In a recent study, Thomas Hartung group at John
Hopkins Centre for Alternatives to Animals (CAAT)
estimated the economic landscape of various toxicity
tests performed in animal models and found that cost
per test ranged from $1200 (in vivo skin irritation test)
to $4700 (skin sensitization) (Meigs et al. 2018.
Madeline Lancaster, a pioneer in the ﬁeld of brain
organoids currently working at Medical Research
Council (MRC) Laboratory of Molecular Biology in
Cambridge, UK estimated the cost at roughly $150 per
organoid experiment (excluding the equipment) (Chi
2015). However, the cost estimates might vary
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Figure 3. Indian laws and regulations to reduce animal use in research and toxicology in India.

depending on various parameters such as the scale of
the experiment, type of organoid, how long the cultures
have to be maintained etc.
Another study, estimated the impact of organ-on-chip
models on the cost of different phases of pharmaceutical
R & D, including target to hit, hit to lead, lead optimization, preclinical, Clinical Phase I, Phase II, Phase III
trials (Franzen et al. 2019). The total reduction in cost
was estimated to be 10–26%, and preclinical stages and
lead optimisation stages were reported to be the two
domains where cost reduction could be highest due to the
greater predictability of these models.
7. Status of organoid/organ-on-chip research
in India
As evident from the number of published papers,
organoid research has exponentially increased globally
in the last few decades; however, the exploration of

non-animal alternate model systems in terms of
research and regulation is still almost negligible in
India. This is evident from number of papers published
when compared to other countries (ﬁgure 1). An
analysis of major model systems in India using
advanced PubMed search revealed approximately two
thirds of research uses animal models, either mouse or
rats. Interestingly, around 23% of the research was
carried out using computational or systems biology
methods/tools/methodologies (ﬁgure 4). Computational methodologies are an emerging ﬁeld in basic and
drug research. A study showed that in silico drug trials
had higher accuracy in predicting the drug-induced
cardiotoxicity compared to animal models (Passini
et al. 2017). Another recent study used machine
learning approaches to detect new antibiotics with
novel mechanisms of action (Stokes et al. 2020). As
the model predicted molecular functions without the
prior assumptions on drug action, it was able to detect
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Figure 4. Papers published in India using various model
systems in the past decade.

new patterns. These models serve to provide leads that
will enable experimental testing on a reduced scale.
Many research institutes and private companies are
beginning to establish and explore the ﬁeld of organoids and organ-on-chip. Table 1 shows the academic
institutions, and table 2 shows private institutes/startTable 1. Academic institutions working in the ﬁeld of
organoids/organ-on-chip
Sl.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Institute

Location

IIT Delhi
IIT
Guwahati
IIT
Hyderabad
IIT - BHU

Delhi
Guwahati

5.

IIT
Bombay

6.

CCMB

7.
8.
9.
10.

NIN
NCCS
SPPU

Area of work
Dermal organoids
Liver organoids

Hyderabad 3D printed corneas,
Organ-on-chip
Varanasi
Neuronal connectionson-chip, liver-on-chip
Mumbai
Retina-on-a-chip,
skin-on-a-chip,
placenta-on-chip,
tumour-on-a-chip
Hyderabad Hepatic, pancreatic,
brain, trophoblast,
neural and cancer
organoids
Hyderabad Umbilical cord
mesenchymal stem
cells for drug testing
Pune
Liver organoids
Pune
Lung-on-dish, Infectionon-chip
Kolkata
Cancer organoids

11.
12.

Tata
Memorial
College
NIRRH
ICT

Mumbai
Mumbai

13.
14.

IISc
InSTEM

Bengaluru
Bengaluru
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ups in India that are currently working in this area. In
most cases, the research is still in its infancy.
The funding opportunities in this area currently are
still limited. An analysis of funding received by 26
government labs and start-ups in this area in India
showed that DBT is the major funding body in this
area. So, we analyzed the funding allocated by DBT in
the area of organoids/organ-on-chip in the last decade,
and funding to organoid/organ-on-chip receives around
0.2% of total DBT funding (table 3). We also looked at
the number of projects funded by DBT in this area, and
the number is still dismal (table 4) with around three
organoids/organ-on-chip projects funded by DBT every
year. However, most of the funding has been concentrated in the past 3–4 years, showing a positive inclination to recognize and support this branch of research.
8. Issues plaguing this area in India
The cost of reagents to differentiate stem cells towards
speciﬁc lineages is a signiﬁcant deterrent. In this
regard, it may be worthwhile to generate the required
growth factors, and chemical entities in India. This will
enable cost cutting as well as saving time on imports.
While stem cell research and regenerative medicine has
been recognized as one of the thrust areas in the
biomedical research division of the Department of
Biotechnology (DBT) in India, the funding in this area
is still miniscule as shown in tables 3 and 4.
Lack of training is a major factor where most labs in
India currently lack skills and training required to
generate and handle embryonic stem cells (ES) or iPSC
lines. It will help to identify 2–3 institutes that have
successfully established organoid cultures to take up

Table 2. Key players among Industry in the ﬁeld of organoid and organ-on-chip in India
Sl.
No.
1.
2.
3.

Placental organoids
Skin-on-chip, Lung-onchip
Breast cancer organoids
IPSc lines
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4.
5.

Name of the
company

Location

Area of work

L.V. Prasad
Hyderabad Corneal organoids, 3D
Eye Hospital
printed cornea, Retinal
Organoids
Sapien
Hyderabad Cancer organoids, 3D
Biosciences
ex vivo skin cultures
Reagene
Hyderabad Integrated 3D systemLifesciences
on-chip, Clinical trialsin-a-dish
Pandorum
Bengaluru Liver organoids
Technologies
Eyestem
Bengaluru 3D retinal organoids
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Table 3. Number of projects funded by Department of
Biotechnology (DBT) towards stem cell biology and organoid/organ-on-chip research

Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Year
2013–2014
2014–2015
2015–2016
2016–2017
2017–2018
2018–2019
2019–2020
(up to Jan
14, 2020)
Total
funding
2013–2020
(INR)

Total
funding
(INR
Crores)

Stem cell
biology
(INR
Crores)

Organoids/
Organ-onchip/3D (INR
Crores)

732.74
816.5
613.48
753.62
1239.95
1747.44
527.09

120.54
216.31
144.21
16.32
52.15
14.8
13.34

13.49
1.94
141.36
2.01
3.49
5.77
0.42

6430.82

577.67

168.48

Table 4. Number of projects funded by Department of
Biotechnology (DBT) towards stem cell biology and organoid/organ-on-chip research

Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Year
2013–2014
2014–2015
2015–2016
2016–2017
2017–2018
2018–2019
2019–2020
(up to Jan
14, 2020)
Total
projects
2013–2020

Total
number
of
projects

Stem cell
biology
projects

Organoid/
organ-onchip/3D
projects

650
621
392
517
746
724
510

15
25
5
15
24
14
7

3
3
1
3
6
4
1

4160

105

21

training. The Government can help in this regard by
providing funds for this purpose.
For designing an organ-on-a-chip, a microfabrication
facility is required. Currently, there are limited academic institutions that have this facility in India. Some
of the institutes with this facility include C-CAMP
(National Centre for Biological Sciences, Bangalore),
IIT Bombay, IIT Kanpur, Indian Institute of Sciences,

Bangalore, IIT Madras, Central Mechanical Engineering Research Institute (Kolkata). While a chip designed
in India can cost 1200–1500 rupees/chip, a chip
imported from outside may cost between
10,000–20,000 rupees/chip. Establishing more microfabrication facilities in India can accessibility and
reduce the cost to conduct organ-on-chip research in
India. A basic knowledge of engineering is also
required for designing the chip. Continuing cross talk
between the cell biologists and engineers will enable
achieving targets quicker.
9. Recommendations to develop the ﬁeld in India
9.1 Domestic production of reagents and tools
When produced locally in India, the cost of consumables, such as reagents can be brought down several
fold, signiﬁcantly lowering the experimental costs.
Establishing more micro fabrication facilities in India
can reduce the cost to conduct organ-on-chip research
in India where the microfabricated organ-on-chips are
in many cases imported from outside. Creating biomaterial-based scaffolds is another area in bioengineering that can be, and needs to be developed in India.
9.2 Increasing the training and building expertise
in these areas
Speciﬁc workshops and training modules need to be
designed that involve creating, maintaining, and characterizing organoids or in vitro 3D model systems. For
organ-on-chip experiments, training is required to
design the microfabricated chip. There is also a lack of
training for imaging the 3D organoids or organ-onchip. In 2019, three advanced microscopy workshops
were held in India: Bangalore Microscope Course
(NCBS, Bangalore); Workshop on BioImaging:
Advanced Light Microscopy (IISER, Pune); and Bioscopy 2019 (IISER Kolkata).
9.3 Establishment of government
bodies/committees to oversee development
Interagency Coordinating Committee on the Validation
of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM) is a permanent
committee established by the National Institute of
Environment Health Sciences (NIEHS, USA). Similar
committee or an organization could be set-up in India

Framework for human-relevant research in India
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Figure 5. Possible hierarchy of inclusion of organoids/organ-on-chip in drug research.

to bring about regulatory acceptance of organoids and
oversee the research required to establish them as a
viable alternative to animal models in various stages of
research and drug development.

9.4 Fostering collaborations to promote
innovation in this ﬁeld
To bring these systems closer to human complexity,
further research and innovation involving collaborative
and multidisciplinary science are required. Dialogue
between different fractions of science, academia and
industry can be initiated by organizing meetings, conferences, and symposiums to understand the crosssector requirements.
9.5 Regulatory engagement
Engaging regulators during the early stages of development and use of non-animal methodologies can help
in easing the path for regulatory acceptance and can
also create more conﬁdence in the use of non-animal
methodologies.

10. Way forward
The shift to human relevant model systems will lead to
paradigm shift in the ﬁelds of drug discovery and
development and understanding human disease pathophysiology. While there have been signiﬁcant strides to

develop these technologies in the developed countries,
India is beginning to take small steps in this direction.
In ﬁgure 5, we discuss two possible models on how
organoids/organ-on-chip can be included in the current
paradigm for drug research. The current hierarchy
includes testing on cell lines, followed by animal studies,
and the targets are subsequently tested in human clinical
trials. The organoids/organ-on-chip could presently be
used to supplement the post-preclinical stage to investigate the effect of candidate molecules on tissues and
organs, with animal models only used to investigate
systemic effects (PKPD studies) (Strategy 1). Hopefully,
with signiﬁcant strides in research and development,
human-on-a-chip and multi-organ organoids could
replace animal models post preclinical research and
provide more human-relevant targets for clinical trials
(Strategy 2).
The ICMR perspective paper on the need for alternatives to animals in the Indian context emphasizes on the
need to promote top-down funding decisions towards
human-based methods instead of newer animal models
(Swaminathan et al. 2019). It further encourages forging
national and international collaborations to generate
open access and high-quality data to create a knowledge
base of these alternative methods. Collaboration
between academic, industry, and government is key if
India needs to emerge as a key player in the innovation of
these methods. The paper also encouraged the creation of
‘Centres of Excellence’ which could conduct alternatives to animal research in India. To replace animal
models, we still require research to show the predictive
value of these methods compared with animal models,
and that research is still lacking.
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Corroborating the mandates of the paper, ICMR has
decided to establish its ﬁrst ‘Centre of Excellence in
Human-Pathway-Based Biomedicine and Risk
Assessment’ facility in the premises of NARF-BR in
Hyderabad. A collaboration between Atal Incubation
Centre-CCMB and Humane Society International-India
has also led to the creation of ‘Centre for Predictive
Human Model Systems’ to promote non-animal and
human-relevant methodologies in India.
These initiatives should help in the innovation and
application of human-relevant methodologies to cater
to drug development and bio-medical research relevant
for our country, and also in development of India as a
key player in the use of organoid technologies across
the globe.
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